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A $^{13}$F resonance was observed following a charge-exchange reaction between a fast $^{13}$O beam and a $^{9}$Be target. The resonance was found in the invariant-mass distribution of $3p+^{16}$O events and probably corresponds to a 5/2$^+$ excited state. The ground state was also expected to be populated, but was not resolved from the background. The observed level decays via initial proton emissions to both the ground and first 2$^+$ state of $^{12}$O, which subsequently undergo 2$p$ decay. In addition there may also be a significant proton decay branch to the second 2$^+$ level in $^{12}$O. The wavefunction associated with the observed level may be collectivized due to coupling to the continuum as is it located just above the threshold for proton decay to the $2^+_2$ state of $^{12}$O.

With the interest in nuclei with large differences in their numbers of protons and neutrons, efforts have been made to extend the chart of nuclides out to the drip lines and beyond. As the widths of low-lying resonances generally increase as one moves further beyond a drip line, the limits to which one can still identify new resonances is determined by our ability to separate wide resonances from the background processes. However, if a relatively narrow resonance is observed far beyond a drip line, it would point to some interesting nuclear structure.

The lightest particle-stable fluorine isotope is $^{17}$F. Three lighter isotopes ($^{14}$F, $^{15}$F, and $^{19}$F) are known beyond the proton drip line with $^{14}$F having been observed in only one study [1]. Resonance states in all three isotopes have been identified via elastic proton scattering on particle-stable oxygen isotopes [1–6]. In principle these resonances could also be produced in transfer reactions where a proton is added to the neighboring oxygen isotope. However with $^{15}$O the lightest particle-stable oxygen isotope, proton scattering and transfer reactions cannot be used to find the next lightest fluorine isotope $^{13}$F. Alternatively a charge exchange reaction on $^{13}$O would seem a promising approach. Indeed charge exchange reactions with a fast $^{17}$Ne beam and $^{9}$Be target lead to the first identification of $^{17}$Na [7]. In this work we use a fast $^{13}$O beam with a $^{9}$Be target to produce and identify a $^{13}$F state. Like the $^{17}$Na study, the observed resonance is probably not the ground state.

Large excursions beyond the proton drip line are expected to be less likely for very light nuclei with only a small Coulomb barrier to constrain the excess protons. The isotope $^{15}$F is located 4 neutrons away from the proton drip line which represents one of the largest excursions from the proton drip line in light nuclei with only the recent observation of the heavier $^{31}$K [8] isotope having the same separation in neutron number. Such remote isotopes will decay by multiple proton emission as there no proton-bound isotopes located immediately below them in the chart of nuclides. For example low-lying $^{31}$K states were observed to decay by emission of three protons [8]. For $^{13}$F, as the 1$p$ and 2$p$ daughters of $^{13}$F ($^{13}$O and $^{11}$N) are particle-unstable, low-lying $^{13}$F states should also decay by the emission of three protons. Emitting three protons is the general expectation when crossing the proton drip line using charge exchange reactions with a even-Z projectile on the drip line. For example the $^{17}$Na resonance produced with the proton-drip-line $^{17}$Ne beam decayed to the 3$p$-$^{14}$O channel.

An $E/A$=69.5-MeV secondary beam of $^{13}$O was produced from the Coupled Cyclotron Facility at the National Superconduction Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University from a $E/A$=150-MeV primary $^{16}$O beam. The beam was purified using the A1900 magnetic spectrometer and the radio frequency fragment separator [9] giving an intensity of $10^8$ pps with purity of 80%. Forward-emitted charged particles produced in the collisions were detected in the High Resolution Array (HiRA) [10] located 80 cm downstream of the 1-mm-thick Be target and covered scattering angles from 2.1° to 12.4°. The array contained 14 $E$-$\Delta E$ telescopes each consisting of a
1.5-mm-thick double-sided Si strip ∆E detector followed by a 4-cm-thick CsI(Tl) E detector. The ∆E detectors are 6.4 cm x 6.4 cm in area, with each face divided into 32 strips. Each E detector consisted of four separate CsI(Tl) elements each spanning a quadrant of the preceding Si detector. Data from this experiment pertaining to the formation of 11O, 11N, 12O, and 13N resonances has already been published in Refs. [11–13] where a discussion of the energy calibrations of the detectors is also given. After the charge-exchange reaction, the resulting 9Li “target” fragment or its decay products, if it was strongly excited, were not detected in the angular and energy acceptance of the array.

The total kinetic energy released in the decay of 13F levels (the decay energy) is denoted by \( E_T \). Experimentally it is determined from the measured invariant mass of the decay products less the sum of their ground-state masses. The \( E_T \) distribution for \( 3p+^{10}C \) events detected with the \( ^{13}O \) beam is shown in Fig. 1 as the histogram. A peak at \( E_T \approx 7 \) MeV is resolved above a broad background. The invariant-mass resolution has a strong dependence on the recoil angle of the \( ^{10}C \) fragment in the parent \( ^{13}F \) center-of-mass frame, with the best resolution occurring for recoils emitted transversely to the beam [14, 15]. The plotted spectrum has a \(|\cos \theta_H| < 0.5 \) gate applied where \( \theta_H \) is the recoil angle of the \( ^{10}C \) fragment in the parent’s reference frame with respect to the beam axis. This gate provides a compromise between resolution and statistics.

The solid red curve shows a fit to this spectrum with a single \( ^{13}F \) peak and a smooth background (solid blue curve). In the fit, the intrinsic line shape of the peak has been modified to include the effects of the experimental resolution as determined from Monte Carlo simulations of the experiment [14]. The fitted centroid and width of the peak are \( E_T = 7.06(9) \) MeV and \( \Gamma = 1.01(27) \) MeV, respectively. At this decay energy, the simulated experimental \( E_T \) resolution is 525 keV (FWHM). The fitted peak corresponds to a cross section of \( 60(35) \) \( \mu \)b determined using a detector efficiency and normalization determined in a similar manner to that described for \( ^{12}O \) and \( ^{13}N \) cross sections from the same data set in Ref. [16].

It is possible that the peak is associated with a \( 3p \) decay of a \( ^{13}F \) state leading to the particle-stable first excited state of \( ^{10}C \) at \( E^* = 3.353 \) MeV rather than the ground state as assumed. However, this implies a larger invariant mass which is unlikely as the expected decay width would probably be larger and the state not resolved.

In order to constrain which \( ^{13}F \) level we have observed, it is useful to consider the mirror charge-exchange reaction using a \( ^{13}B \) beam to make the mirror nucleus \( ^{13}Be \). The mirror reaction at a similar beam energy of \( E_A = 70 \) MeV on a \(^9Be \) target was performed by Marks et al. [17] who argued that it should only populate positive-parity states. That work measured the \( n+^{13}Be \) invariant-mass spectrum which was fit with a \( J^P = 1/2^+ \) (\( E_T = 0.7 \) MeV) and a \( 5/2^+ \) (\( E_T = 2.4 \) MeV) state. A second fit was also considered adding another lower-energy \( 5/2^+ \) state as suggested in the experimental work of Randisi et al. [18], though the existence of this state has since been criticized [19]. Thus is seems reasonable that our observed peak is the mirror of either a \( 1/2^+ \) or \( 5/2^+ \) \(^{13}Be \) state.

Based on \(^{13}Be \) resonance energies, Fortune and Sherr have made predictions for the mirror \(^{13}F \) states above the \( p+^{12}O \) threshold [20]. Adding the decay energy of \( ^{13}O \) determined from the invariant mass of \( 3p+^{10}C \) events. The transverse emission gate \(|\cos \theta_H| < 0.5 \) was applied. The solid red curve shows a fit to this spectrum with a single \( ^{13}F \) peak plus a smooth background (solid blue curve). The solid data points show the yields associated with sequential proton decay through the 0\(^+ \) (red circle) and 2\(^+ \) (blue square) intermediate states of \( ^{12}O \) obtained for a gate on the fitted \( ^{13}F \) peak. The width of this gate is indicated by the horizontal error bars. The open data points give the same components for bins either side of the \( ^{13}F \) peak in order to interpolate the background contributions in the peak gate. An interpolation was obtained from Gaussian fits to these data which are shown by the dotted curves. The fitted yields per gate width have been scaled to put these data points on the same vertical scale (Counts per 0.25 MeV) as the histogram.
1/2^+ state in $^{13}\text{F}$ [20] which seems unlikely based on the range of widths for this mirror state.

Further information of the structure on the observed state can be gleaned from its decay mode(s). Figure 2 displays an energy-level diagram showing the $0^+_1$, $0^+_2$, $2^+_1$, and $2^+_2$ $^{12}\text{O}$ states that are energetically available following proton decay. All these $^{12}\text{O}$ states decay via democratic two-proton emission to the $^{10}\text{C}$ ground state with the higher $2^+_1$ and $2^+_2$ states showing some features of sequential decay through $^{11}\text{N}$ intermediate states [12]. There is also the possibility that the $^{13}\text{F}$ state undergoes a two-proton decay directly to a $^{11}\text{N}$ intermediate state or three-proton decays directly to $^{10}\text{C}$. Of these possibilities, proton decay through the narrower $0^+_1$ [$\Gamma=51(19)$ keV] and $2^+_1$ [$\Gamma=155(15)$ keV] $^{12}\text{O}$ intermediate states can be most easily identified. For example, Fig. 3(a) shows the $2p+^{10}\text{C}$ invariant-mass distribution associated with a 1.15-MeV-wide gate in $E_T$ around the peak maximum in the $^{13}\text{F}$ spectrum. For each $3p+^{10}\text{C}$ event, the invariant-masses associated with the 3 possible $2p+^{10}\text{C}$ subevents were used to increment this distribution. As at most only one of these subevents could represent the decay of a real $^{12}\text{O}$ state, this spectrum has considerable extra background from the other subevents. However above the background, one can resolve peaks associated with the $0^+_1$ and $2^+_1$ states whose centroid energies are indicated by the arrows.

The measured $^{12}\text{O}$ distribution has been fit with contributions from sequential proton decays through the $0^+_1$, $2^+_1$, $2^+_2$ states deployed within our Monte Carlo simulations. In these simulations, the $E_T$ for $^{13}\text{F}$ is divided between the kinetic energy of the first-emitted proton and the $E_T$ for the $^{12}\text{O}$ intermediate state based on a distribution constructed from the product of the penetration factor for proton emission times the measured line shape of the intermediate state. In the subsequent $2p$ decay of the $^{12}\text{O}$ states, the experimental momentum correlations between the decay products from Ref. [12] were sampled and the experimental resolution and selection bias was then included. The fitted distribution is shown as the solid red curve and the contributions from the three decay paths as shown as the dotted curves. As for the experimental histogram, $E_T$ values from all three possible $2p+^{10}\text{C}$ subevents are included in the simulated distributions. We tried including a contribution from decay through the wide $0^+_2$ $^{12}\text{O}$ state, but this is excluded by the fit. The simulated distribution for decay to $^{12}\text{O}_{g.s.}$ (green dotted curve) has two peaks, however, the higher-energy peak is not associated with a real state, rather it is from the subevents which include the higher-energy proton directly emitted from $^{13}\text{F}$ and any of lower-energy protons from the decay of $^{12}\text{O}$. For the decay path through the wide $2^+_2$ state (dotted magenta curve), the barrier penetration factors suppresses decay through all but the low-energy tail of its line shape, so there is no
peak at the centroid for this state. Compared to the other two contributions, the \( E_T \) distribution in this case is rather featureless and it is not clear that other decay processes such as \( 2p \) decay to a wide \( ^{11}\text{N} \) state would not give a similar distribution. However, the contributions through the \( 0^+_1 \) and \( 2^+_1 \) intermediate states are quite distinctive with the presence of narrow peaks and we can have confidence in the extraction of the magnitudes of these components.

The \( ^{12}\text{O} \) distribution in Fig 3(a) corresponds not just to the events in the \( ^{13}\text{F} \) peak but also to the substantial background under it (Fig. 1). In order to perform a background subtraction, we have constructed and fit \( ^{12}\text{O} \) invariant-mass distributions for regions on either side of the \( ^{13}\text{F} \) peak in Fig. 1. Figure 3(b) shows the distribution and fit for an \( E_T \) region just higher in energy (\( 8 < E_T < 9.3 \) MeV). In this case, the contribution associated with decay through the \( 0^+_1 \) intermediate state has dropped significantly, and a peak associated with decay through the \( 2^+_1 \) now becomes prominent. Overall fits to these neighboring regions were not as good as in Fig. 3(a) indicating the need for extra components. We therefore concentrated on fitting just the magnitude of the narrow peaks associated with decays through the \( 0^+_1 \) and \( 2^+_1 \) intermediate states. The results are shown as the open data points in Fig. 1 while the results for the peak gate are shown as the solid data points. The horizontal error bars give the width of the \( E_T \) gates used to construct and fit \( ^{12}\text{O} \) distributions. We find that these two components are restricted to \( E_T \) values below 10 MeV. This is at least partly a result of the detection efficiency as, for such decays, large \( E_T \) values imply that the first proton is ejected with a large kinetic energy allowing it to be deflected to angles outside of the HiRA acceptance.

To interpolate the background values for the peak gate, we have fitted the background points with a simple Gaussian dependence (dotted curves in Fig. 1). With these backgrounds, we find the \( ^{13}\text{F} \) peak has 21(12)% and 28(18)% contributions associated with proton decays through the \( 0^+_1 \) and \( 2^+_1 \) \( ^{12}\text{O} \) intermediate states, respectively, with the remainder 36(19)% possibly associated with decays through the wider \( 2^+_3 \) state. Correcting for the simulated detection efficiencies of the three decay paths, these correspond to branching ratios of 40(16)%, 28(18)%, and 32(16)% respectively. Note, the efficiency for decay to the ground state of \( ^{12}\text{O} \) is reduced compared to the other two cases due to the large kinetic energy of the first-emitted proton which, as mentioned previously, is poorly mated to the angular acceptance of HiRA.

As an alternative to the Gaussian interpolation we have also considered a linear interpolation between just the two background points on either side of the \( ^{13}\text{F} \) peak. In this case the relative contributions from decays through the \( 0^+_1 \) and \( 2^+_1 \) states stay the same, but now account for all the yield in the \( ^{13}\text{F} \) peak. This linear interpolation should be considered a limiting case for the \( 2^+_1 \) component as its background distribution in Fig. 1 is consistent with a maximum for a \( E_T \) value near the centroid of the peak. Thus we conclude that decay branches through the \( 0^+_1 \) and \( 2^+_1 \) states are both substantial, possibly accounting for all decays, but a third significant branch, probably through the \( 2^+_2 \) \( ^{12}\text{O} \) state, is likely. With the uncertainty in the branching ratios, the partial decay width to \( ^{12}\text{O}_{g.s} \) is 0.50(13) MeV. This can be compared to a single-particle estimate of 1.9 MeV in a potential model with Wood-Saxon nuclear, plus spin-orbit and Coulomb contributions (\( r_0 = 1.17, a = 0.64 \) fm, \( r_C = 1.21, V_{so} = 6.4 \) MeV) where the depth of the Wood-Saxon is adjusted to fit the experimental decay energy. In the standard ansatz, the ratio of these widths gives a spectroscopic factor of 0.26(7). This is small compared to the shell-model prediction of 0.67 using the WBP interaction in the s-p-sd-fp valence space for the mirror state \([18]\), but consistent with Fortune and Sheer’s value of \( \sim 0.22 \). However Fortune and Sherr’s predicted width of \( \sim 0.38(7) \) is too small as it does not include partial widths for decays to excited \( ^{12}\text{O} \) states.

The possibly of a significant decay branch through the \( 2^+_2 \) state is interesting especially as the small barrier penetration factor should suppress this decay. This possibility would imply that the structure of this \( ^{13}\text{F} \) state has a substantial component where a proton is coupled to the \( 2^+_2 \) \( ^{12}\text{O} \) core, presumable in an \( s_{1/2} \) single-particle orbit to maximize the penetration. The \( 2^+_2 \) \( ^{12}\text{O} \) core is predicted to have a mostly \( p \)-shell configuration \([22]\). Such a \( ^{13}\text{F} \) structure maybe justified as this \( ^{13}\text{F} \) resonance is located just above the \( p+^{12}\text{O}_{2^+_2} \) threshold (Fig. 2). In open quantum systems, coupling to the continuum can modify the single-particle structure and for near-threshold states leads to the formation of collective eigenstates which couple strongly to the threshold channel and carry many of its characteristics \([23]\). These aligned states are superposition of shell-model wavefunctions with the same quantum numbers. For charged particles, the collectivization is maximized for states located a little above the threshold energy. For example in the unstable \( ^{16}\text{Ne} \) ground state, the predicted collectivization with the Shell Model Embedded in the Continuum (SMEC) was a maximum when its energy was 0.5 MeV above the \( p+^{15}\text{F} \) threshold where the valence proton is in a \( s_{1/2} \) level \([23]\). In our case, the \( ^{13}\text{F} \) centroid is 0.48(19) MeV above the \( p+^{12}\text{O}_{2^+_2} \) threshold, right at the expected maximum of collectivization and thus suggests the observed state has aligned its structure to the \( p+^{12}\text{O}_{2^+_2} \) configuration. However there may be additional effects when considering the full 3-body continuum. In addition we note that this state is also above the \( 4p+^9\text{B} \), \( 5p+^8\text{Be} \), and \( 5p+2\alpha \) decay thresholds (Fig. 2) so higher-order continuum effects may also be important. No evidence for any decay branch of the observed state to the \( 5p+2\alpha \) channel was found in the data, but the small experimental efficiency for detecting 7 particles in coincidence means we have reduced sensitivity to this channel and to the \( 4p+^9\text{B} \) and \( 5p+^8\text{Be} \)
channels which decay to it.

In conclusion, we have made the first observation of the isotope $^{18}$F which is located 4 neutrons beyond the proton drip line. The $^{13}$F events were created in charge exchange reactions with a fast $^{18}$O beam colliding on a $^9$Be target. The invariant-mass distribution of detected $3p+^{12}$C events displays a 1.01(27)-MeV wide peak at a decay energy of 7.06(9) MeV sitting on a broad background. Based on predictions of Fortune and Sherr [20], this peak corresponds to the first $5/2^+$ excited state in $^{13}$F. The ground state was expected to be populated, but was not resolved from the background.

The observed state is located 0.48(19) MeV above the threshold for proton decay to the second $2^+$ state in $^{12}$O, suggesting that coupling to the continuum may lead to a strong rearrangement of the shell-model configurations aligning its structure to this exit channel. Although decay to this channel is suppressed by the small barrier penetration factor there are some indications it does have a decay branch to this $^{12}$O intermediate state. However, significant decay branches to the ground and first $2^+$ state of $^{12}$O were observed.

This is a second invariant-mass study using charge exchange reactions with a fast even-Z projectile on the proton drip line to make the first identification of a proton-rich isotope. The other case produced was $^{17}$Na with a $^{17}$Ne beam [7]. With a $^{20}$Mg beam one can consider making $^{20}$Al.
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